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Book Reviews
Aiken, Joan. The Moon's Revenge. Dlustrated by Alan Lee. Alfred A. Knopf, 1987. ISBN
0-394-89380-8. $15 .68. 28 pp.
Seppy longs to become the best fiddler in the world. He is told to throw a shoe
at the moon each night for seven nights in order to get his wish. He follows the
advice, dirties the moon, and incurs its wrath. His wish is granted, but at what
cost?
This is a first-class tale of adventure and magic (including a huge and terrible
dragon! !). The pictures--whether of misty days, crashing waves, peaceful fields,
ghostly apparitions, or the frightful dragon with eyes lit up from within--are so
enticing, readers will find themselves going back again and again to examine them
more closely. The bits of British history and folklore that are referred to in the story
add color for the older reader.

*
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--Kathe C. Homer
Anderson, Hans Christian. Thumbelina. Dlustrated by Demi. Grossett & Dunlap, 1988.
ISBN 0-396-09241-1. $13 .95 ($19.50 in Canada). 31 pp.
Hans Christian Anderson's splendid tale of Thumbelina is enhanced by the
refreshing and colorful illustrations of Demi. From the bright red poppy home in
which Thumbelina is found, to the dismal black mole, the colors add life and
vibrance to the famous story.
As a child, I grew up on the story of Thumbelina's adventures. Her encounters
with the frogs and bees, and her winter with the field mouse and mole became
almost lifeblood to my young mind; however, at our house, the story was simply
that: words in a Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale book.
Demi has breathed new life into a well-worn story. She has turned the old
comfortable tennis shoe of my memory into Cinderella's glass slipper. I found
myself smiling as I turned the last few pages to see the swallow carrying
Thumbelina to her new home among the flowers. It was quite charming to read.
--Melanie Hansen
Arnold, Caroline. Dinosaur Mountain: Graveyard of the Past. Photographs by Richard
Hewett. Clarion, 1989. ISBN 0-89919-693-4. $14.95. 48 pp.
From the formation of fossils, to the discovery of one of the largest and most
complete dinosaur quarries of this century, Dinosaur Mountain will excite even
those who have never wanted to know anything about dinosaurs. Caroline Arnold
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tells the story of the discovery of what is now Dinosaur National Monument in
Utah, and describes the work of paleontologists. Readers gain an understanding of
how our knowledge of dinosaurs and their habits were pieced together from many
excavations, and how even scientists can make mistakes.
An excellent book on the popular subject of dinosaurs, with a lot of extras such
as the concept of "scientific processes," and the basics of paleontology. It will have
definite local appeal here in Utah, and will generate interest in Dinosaur National
Monument with all of its hands-on displays.
--Janet Low
B
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Asch, Frank. Journey to Terezor. Holiday House, 1989. ISBN 0-8234-0751-9. $13.95.
160 pp.
Matt and his family are caught in a flood while vacationing . The next thing
Malt finds out is that he has been taken to a place in space that saves people from
disaster. His new friends, Sara and Ryan, are whiz kids who know lots of scientific
and mathematical things because they have been taught by computers.
The threesome try to deactivate these computers with the help of Matt's
minicomputer. In doing so they are caught and Matt ends up in an alien world with
Galators who are full evolutionaries. Galators evolve from eggs, to fish, to
amphibians, to reptiles, to mammals, and to birds, who lay the eggs. Matt's only
chance is to pretend he is a mammal called a Dar, or he will be destroyed .
Waiting for a reprogrammed computer called Cyborg to free him from this
strange world, Matt's friends are sent to Terezor for despacement (shrinking to
negative space). If he gets caught, he will be despaced, too. It is interesting to see
what happens to Matt and find out if he survives the Terezors who rule the planet.
You wonder if he will ever see his parents or his former earth friends again. This
book had a rather surprise ending. I enjoyed it.
--Melanie Hansen
Asch, Frank and Vladimir Vagin. Here Comes the Cat! Scholastic, Inc., 1989. ISBN
0-590-41859-9. $11.95. 32 pp.
A small mouse causes much concern and excitement in his mouse village as he
announces the approach of a big cat! The detailed illustrations show the reaction of
each mouse as his normal routine is interrupted by the news of the cat's arrival. The
surprise ending reveals that there was nothing at all to be frightened about. The
mice gladly host and welcome their guest--a big cat hauling a large block of cheese.
The subtle theme is of cooperation and friendship, despite cultural differences.
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This is the first book in the world designed by an American and painted by a
Russian . The story's theme reflects the relationship of the writers themselves .
Since neither speaks the other's language, sketches and notes had to be translated and
flown back and forth between the two countries. The cultural blend gives the
colorful and appealing illustrations an interesting foreign flair. The book's one
weakness is the written font which also looks foreign and may be difficult for young
children to read. The words are few, most repeating the title exclaimed over and
over: "Here comes the cat!" All the words are printed in both English and Russian
with a pronunciation guide to the Russian title. The book may be used to spring a
child's interest into other cultures and languages.
--Sheri Orth
Asimov, Isaac, Martin Harry Greenberg, and Charles Waugh, editors. Children of the Future.
Illustrated by Joe Van Severen. Raintree Pub., 1984. ISBN 0-8172-1740-1. $15 .99.
48 pp.
Children of the Future contains four short stories which deal with varied aspects
of children's roles in life in the future.
"All Summer in a Day," by Ray Bradbury, is a very touching story of future
life on Venus where rain is continuous, the sun only shines for one hour every
seven years, and where children can still be as blatantly cruel as they, at times, can
be in the present day . The three illustrations add immeasurably to the tale. The
third one is particularly haunting.
"Teething Ring," by James Causey, explores the consequences when an alien,
who is "careless about his spatial coordinates," lands on earth, mistakenly thinking
that it is a far more developed culture than it is. The "teething ring" that he leaves
behind is really a "neural distorter" which may change the course of history--not just
for the baby using it, but for the whole world.
"An End of Spinach," by Stan Dryer, has Harry and Spike juggling the
programs in Harry's father's office computer systems which direct the activities of
the planet. The possibilities are endless.
In "The Boy Who Predicted Earthquakes," by Margaret St. Clair, the university
has fmally decided to study Herbert, a very quiet, sincere, normal-looking young
man who has made 106 predictions in the past year and a half--on TV, in front of
rnillions--all of which have come true. As the end of the story points out, knowing
what the future holds can be a very heavy burden.
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The style, format, and subject matter of each of these stories are very different.
The first and last were most appealing to me--sparse words with tremendous
impact--and well worth reading the book.
--Kathe C. Homer
C
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Becklake, John. The Climate Crisis: Greenhouse Effect and Ozone Layer. Illustrated by Ron
Hayward Associates. Franklin Watts, 1989. ISBN 0-531-17173-6. $11.90.
Unpaginated.
Everything in this book is slightly twisted. Most of the predictions are
worst-case scenarios. For example, methane is certainly a problem in terms of the
greenhouse effect. About half of the methane in the atmosphere comes from the
marshlands of the world, yet the books says, "Methane, the natural gas trapped in
oil fields, also comes from wet paddy fields, rotting garbage and is released as
animals pass wind." I also doubt that hospital operating rooms are the principal
source of nitrous oxide in the atmosphere. Solar energy is a great idea, except for the
fact that to build the collectors on a large scale would have greater environmental
impact than any other form of energy. Even as a physical geographer, I was
unmoved by the section "Caring for Our World." It seems to be a cheap attempt at
yet more social engineering. The depressing thing is that I suspect most people wiII
read this and suppose that someone else is going to have to do something.
--Thomas K. Hinckley
Bottner, Barbara. Let Me Tell You Everything: Memoirs of a Lovesick Intellectual. Harper
& Row, 1989. ISBN 0-06-0200596-2. $12.95. 150 pp.
Brogan Arthur is seventeen, a dedicated feminist, a serious student, and in love
with her handsome, brilliant social studies teacher. She struggles to align all the
parts of her life, trying to make her feminist ideals explain her lovesick femininity,
and attempting to use her intellect to explain the very negative feelings she has for
her alcoholic father and the ambivalent emotions she has for her chronically depressed
mother.
The book is well-written and interesting. Brogan's efforts to understand herself
and the people around her effectively demonstrate a teen-age girl's passionate
approach to a condition that most of us find confusing: life. Her sense of humor is
often the only thing that gets her through the difficult moments. Her discovery of
the classic feminist writers, and the intensity of her reaction to their basic views of
human dignity are recorded with sensitivity and understanding. I found this book to
be one I would readily recommend to many high-school-age girls or boys. It made
me think, and I believe that is why it was written.
--Jan Staheli
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Bradman, Tony. Dilly and the Horror Movie. Illustrated by Susan Hellard. Viking Kestrel,
1987. ISBN 0-670-82351-1. $9.95. 51 pp.
This is a short-chapter book, meant for beginning readers that are ready for more
words and fewer pictures. Each chapter is a story complete by itself.
Dilly is a dinosaur, a typical, toddler dinosaur. He has a problem making up
his mind about nursery school, dealing with a new baby, watching horror shows on
TV, and not getting the picnic that he wants.
Children will see themselves, or maybe their baby brother or sister, reflected in
the antics of Dilly the Dinosaur. A pleasant book for beginning readers who are
dinosaur fans.
--Vicky M. Turner
Bulla, Clyde Robert. Singing Sam. lllustrated by Susan Magurn. Random House, 1989.
ISBNO-394-91977-7. $6.99. 46 pp.
Rob has a room full of toys, but he is tired of them. He is also tired of the
long succession of pets, the latest of which is Sam, a black and white puppy with
big brown eyes and floppy ears.
No one takes care of, plays with, or loves Sam, so one day he walks
away--straight to Amy. Amy cares enough about Sam to try to return him to his
rightful owner, but no one at Rob's house wants to be bothered. They tell Amy she
may have Sam.
One day while Amy is playing the piano, Sam begins to sing. Amy realizes
that he has perfect pitch. Sam becomes an overnight success, even appearing on
TV, and of course, Rob wants him back!
This book is one of the books in the successful "Step into Reading" series, and
keeps with the tradition of providing simple, easy-to-read, well-written, action-filled
stories that will make reading an enjoyable experience for those just learning to
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Caselli, Giovanni. The Middle Ages. Peter Bedrick Books, 1988. ISBN 0-87226-176-X.
$14.95. 48pp.
A time of startling changes is the theme of this surprisingly comprehensive
text on the fascinating study of the Middle Ages. There are vivid and descriptive
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accounts of Marco Polo's Venice, the wonders of China, the court of the Duke of
Burgundy, the Crusades, castles, armor, warfare, clothing, farming, and trade.
Emphasis is on the impact of changes taking place beyond the daily lives of
ordinary people.
The author/illustrator has an international reputation for his anthropological,
wildlife, and ethnoarchaelogicalsubjects. His beautifully detailed watercolor
drawings are certainly fascinating to behold. The tones and shadings of his drawings
will attract youthful readers. The print, however, is small and is on distracting,
colored pages. Drawings are cluttered, and so are the readings and their footnotes.
The content is interesting, but follows no pattern of organization. Each topic seems
randomly selected, and a glossary and index would have been helpful in tying
together all the topical material.
--Lawrence Master
C
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Corbin, Carole Lynn. Knights . Franklin Watts, Library Edition, 1989. ISBN
0-531-10692-6. $10.90. 63 pp.
The author had a good idea in this book, but it seems somewhat incorrect.
Corbin takes a look at knights; their training, weapons, castles, etc. Twenty-two
pages are devoted to scenes of trumpeters, squires, actual weapons, and suits of
armor. These scenes include colorful photographs, as well as artist renditions of
battles and daily castle life. Some of these illustrations are a little inappropriate for
children.
The remainder of the 64 pages are devoted to text which at times is laborious
and tiresome. I have always been interested in medieval history, but I found myself
looking for a reason to finish the book. There are also a few inaccuracies in the
text, i.e., King Arthur did not rule England nor did he have a magic sword. The way
this part is written, it could easily be misconstrued as being true.
This book tells the reader that a knight is nothing like the TV show's portrayal
of "Knight Rider," and shows what the author thought was an accurate portrayal of
the life of a knight. Without knowing more of their culture, can we, in our
electronic age, really make correct portrayals of medieval life in only 64 pages, or
are we just adding fallacies to confuse children?
--Melanie Hansen
Cross, Gillian. A Map of Nowhere. Holiday House, 1988. ISBN 0-8234-0741-1. $13.95.
150 pp.
For those who thrive on adventure games, this book adds an interesting new
dimension. It has an innovative approach that works out life's struggles in a
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gaming situation. Nick is a young boy caught between his complacent parents and
his brother's friends. He finds a wallet and returns it to the owner, only to find that
he has been set up by his brother, Terry. Nick faces a dilemma: wondering what
Terry's gang could want from him.
From his new friends, Ruth and Joseph, Nick learns that in gaming, as in life,
you only get one chance; even if your lot is unfair, you play with what you have.
He also gains a new respect for other life styles; but this eventually confuses him.
Nick wonders if there really are right and wrong choices in his own life. While
playing the adventure game, Nick sees a spider and kills it, only to fmd he has made
a drastic mistake. Ruth's voice unceremoniously proclaims, "It was his decision. I
just gave him the chance to make the choice. That's what the game's about isn't
it?" And that's what Nick realizes life is about, too.
Now his choice is to condemn either his brother, his friends, or himself: Terry
and his marauding motorcycle gang have been arrested. Joseph thinks he has
committed a crime and wants to tum himself in even though it will bankrupt his
family . Should Nick condemn his brother and himself with the truth? What would
the Star Warrior do, and where does his own life-map lead? Nowhere?
--Melanie Hansen
DeClements, Barthe. The Fourth Grade Wizards. Viking Penguin Children's Book, 1988.
ISBN 0-670-82290-6. $11.95. 122 pp.
This book is about two fourth-graders who have a hard time fitting in. They
both dream of becoming wizards--the students who have excelled and receive special
privileges like hall passes and helping the school staff.
Mariarme and Jack are friends who try to help each other. Mariarme is a
daydreamer who thinks of happier times when her mother was still alive. Jack is a
good student, but full of pranks. At the rate both of them are going, there is no
way either will become wizards.
Jack works hard to be too obnoxious in class. He tries to get Mariarme to
finish her work so both of them can become wizards, but Marianne is busy
dreaming about a different home and a new dog. Just when you think everything is
going to be destroyed, you realize that some dreams can come true.

B
4
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--Melanie Hansen
Gackenbach, Dick. Supposes . Harcourt Brace & Jovanovich, 1989. ISBN 0-15-200594-3.
$12.95. Unpaginated.
This books is for anyone who has or wants to use their imagination. The book
is illustrated in Gackenbach's delightful style and wonders about such things as:
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"Suppose a dormouse was a d-o-o-rmouse. Would the doorknob be a belly button?"
and "Suppose kids had horns for noses. It would be a toot!" You may catch
yourself laughing out loud for the pure pleasure the words and pictures bring.
I would and will buy this book because I have yet to find a book illustrated by
Mr. Gackenbach that I have not loved, and this is no exception.
--Vicky M. Turner
C
Pre-2
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Gibbons, Gail. Easter. Holiday House, 1989. ISBN 0-8234-0737-3. $13.95. 32 pp.
Gibbons gives a brief overview of the life of Jesus Christ, explaining that his
death and the miracle of his rising from the dead was the beginning of the Easter
story. Easter traditions are listed, as well as an explanation of the Easter bunny
legend.
In Gibbons' attempt to be objective and concisely simple, all emotion,
normally associated with a religious holiday, steeped in family traditions, is lost.
Her illustrative style also fails to bring the expected warmth to the subject. Benign
looking people with "pea" eyes are too cartoon-like to portray any depth of emotion.
Perhaps the meaning of Easter, Jesus Christ, Easter legends, and traditions is
just too large a subject to cover in the same format she used to handle tunnels and
supermarkets.
--Janet Low
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Gould, Deborah. Aaron's Shirt. Illustrated by Cheryl Harness. Bradbury, 1989. ISBN
0-02-736351-1. $12.95. Unpaginated.
Aaron picks out a new red-and-white striped shirt. Because the first two times
that he wears it he wins a raffle and makes a new friend, it becomes his favorite
shirt. The only time he doesn't wear it is when it is being washed. His mother
talks him into letting it "hibernate" over the winter, but come summer-time it is
once again his favorite. By the third summer, Aaron has grown out of his shirt.
His mother wants to give it away, and his sister suggests it be used as a rag.
Looking for a place to hide it, Aaron fmds the perfect place. He puts it on his teddy
bear, someone who can wear it all year round and never outgrow it.
The simple story-line, with complementary, bright watercolor illustrations, will
be enjoyed by both parent and child, again and again. A real boy interacts with a
mother who is loving and understanding, sometimes impatient, and a sister who
teases. Because there is no mention of a father, this book might be used effectively
in single-parent families.
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The story's appeal lies in the fact that many children have or have had a special
possession that brings them aesthetic or emotional satisfaction. The illustrations,
though a little inconsistent on facial characteristics, are surprisingly detailed which
will allow the child to expound, either on the printed word or in creating his own
story.
--Carri Lynn Oviatt
Gray, Niegel. A Balloon for Grandad. lllustrated by Jane Ray. Orchard Books, 1988.
ISBNO-531-05755-0. $13.95. Unpaginated.
What little child has not had a balloon escape and sail into the sky? Sam's
balloon does just that, but as he is just about ready to cry, his Dad tells him that the
balloon probably went to visit his grandad who lives "across the mountains [to] the
sea, and across the sea [to] the desert, and across the desert [to] a river, and in the
river [on] an island." The rest of this bright little book is the conversation between
Sam and his dad as they provide the details of the balloon's wonderful travels to
grandad's little island in Africa. What a clever way to appease a child troubled by
the loss of his balloon!
Ray has done a splashing job of illustrating this book. Except for the bright
red balloon with its silver stars, all the colors are muted pastels, but the effect is
stunning. There are hundreds of little details to see on each page, and hours could be
spent with a child just looking.
--Helen Hoopes
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Handford, Martin. The Great Waldo Search. Little Brown, 1989. ISBN 0-316-34282-3 .
$10.95. Unpaginated.
The third in the Waldo series, this latest addition follows the same format as the
previous two (Where's Waldo? and Find Waldo Now): Nerdy Waldo--glasses, ski
cap, red-and-white striped pullover, idiot grin--appears somewhere on each oversized,
double-page spread with hundreds of other tiny figures. The reader's job is to find
Waldo among the masses. The popularity of the first two books is reflected in the
best-selling sales figures. Children (and others, it is assumed) rise to the challenge
in hefty numbers.
Following the unfortunate path of some other sequels, Handford seems to have
worn his idea thin in his third try. The pictures do not reflect as much cleverness or
internal consistency as in the first two volumes. Of the twelve scenes in the book,
three have the usual number of other characters and the same zany appeal we are used
to; nine seem diluted, either by larger (or fewer) characters, or by less attention to
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balance and detail. ill fairness, a wizard and a scroll have been added to each page so
the hunt is now longer, but the edge is not as sharp. In their race to this new
challenge, hard-core Waldo fans will scarcely notice the weak areas. For the
uninitiated, however, the rewards are greater in the first two.
--James S. Jacobs
NR
5-7
Nonfict

Hawkes, Nigel. Gun Control. Illustrated by Ron Hayward Associates. Gloucester Press,
1988. ISBNO-531-17111-6. $1l.90. 32pp.
Part of the Issues Series, this book on gun control is supposed to present the
pros and cons regarding this complex debate. However, due to what appears to be
an obvious bias on the part of the author, the reader seems to receive a statement in
favor of gun control. The numerous facts and figures given throughout are never
documented. Adding further to the disappointing content are the photographs.
Most are taken from today's headlines and are pasted on the page in such a jumbled
mess that it leaves the reader confused and somewhat frustrated. The text is
presented in much the same way with several blocks of information spread
throughout the page leaving the reader exhausted in his search for the facts. This
book could have made a valuable contribution by presenting just the pros and cons,
thus enabling the reader to make his own decision. Instead, what is obtained is a
disappointing book that gives little more than confusion and a one-sided point of
view.
--Rob L. Morss

*

Heyer, Marilee. The Forbidden Door. Viking Kestrel, 1988. ISBN 0-670-81740-6.
$14.95. 30 pp.
One evening, as Reena and her parents sit before the fire in the fabulous caves
which have always been home, Reena's mother tells of a much more wonderful
place called "outside." Despite her parent's warnings, Reena wanders the myriad
passageways of the caverns until, at last, she discovers the forbidden door to the
outside. Once through the door, Reena is captured by Ok ira, the evil being who

3+
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has kept Reena's people in the caves. Reena must fmd a way to free herself and her
people from Okira's menace.
Marilee Heyer, once again, exhibits her talents as a wonderful story teller and a
superb artist. The larger format of the book enhances the visual impact of her
illustrations, which are sturming--rich in color and detail, with an oriental flavor.
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Images of the familiar, as well as the strange and fanciful within this book will set
any child's imagination to flight.
--Kathe C. Homer
Howard, Elizabeth Fitzgerald. Chita's Christmas Tree. Illustrated by Floyd Cooper.
Bradbury Press, 1989. ISBN 0-02-744621-2. $13.95. Unpaginated.
This is a lovely Christmas story of a little girl, the only child of a black
doctor. It takes place in Baltimore at the turn of the century. The last Saturday
before Christmas, Papa closes down his office (no more listening to hearts) and
takes Chita to the woods to pick out her Christmas tree. When she fmds the perfect
tree, her papa carves "CHITA" into the trunk and tells her that Santa Claus will
stop in the woods on Christmas Eve, pick up her tree, and bring it to her home.
This is a sweet story about the relationship between a child and her father told in a
simple, direct way.
What makes this book extra special are the illustrations. Fuzzy browns, dark
greens and shining golds with splashes of hot pinks, bright blues, and vivid reds
make this a warm and loving book to enjoy. From the falling snow, to the
glowing Christmas tree at the very end, this is a book that children will love to
share. The look on Chita's face as she sees her shining tree is worth the cost of the
book.
--Helen Hoopes
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Hurwitz, Johanna. Hurray for Ali Baba Bernstein. Illustrated by Gail Owens. Morrow
Junior Books, 1989. ISBN 0-688-08241-6. $11.95. 104 pp.
This delightful account of a nine-year-old fourth-grader's adventures in
modem-day New York City is told in six separate short stories. David Bernstein, a
precocious, middle-class Jewish boy, gives himself the name of Ali Baba after
reading The Arabian Nights. In all of his escapades, he is unceasingly the detective,
solving his perceived mysteries of friends, neighbors, and even strangers he
encounters in everyday situations.
David (Ali Baba) is a gentle, innocent, and earnest child whose investigations
will keep readers of all ages wondering how each story will end. All the characters
Hurwitz creates are likable, and each conclusion is a happy one. Children will
identify with the lively, inquiring hero who may have much the same humor they
possess. Like the stories, the soft pencil illustrations are warm. Humor is
sensitive and gentle. Such idealism may be needed for today's children, especially
those in urban areas. Most readers will probably smile as they enjoy each episodic
tale.
--Lawrence Master
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*

Jacobs, Paul Samuel. Born Into Light. Scholastic, Inc., 1988. ISBN 0-590-40710-4.
$11.95. 149 pp.
As Roger waits impatiently in his bed for the first light of morning, he is
stunned as the sky is suddenly ripped open with a brilliance so intense that it burns
his eyes. From the center of that light races a perfectly formed, small boy. The boy
becomes part of Roger's family, and through the years, the family learns of others
with the same origins. Roger suspects that they are not human; however, even he
cannot guess the true nature of these beings or their mission on earth.
Written in first person, this is very intriguing science fiction for the young
reader. Not the wild, adventurous kind of science fiction that we often see, but a
more gentle, thought-provoking look at relationships, choices, and sacrifices made
for others ... human, or not.
--Kathe C. Homer

*

Juster, Norton. AS: A Surfeit of Similes. Illustrated by David Small. Morrow, 1989.
ISBNO-688-08140-1 (lib. bdg.) $9.88. 76 pp.
Want to prepare afun English lesson on figures of speech, infuse some life into
your class, and get the creative processes started? Impossible? Not with this book.
Norton Juster, author of The Phantom Tollbooth, defmes what a simile is and gives
76 pages of examples in fast-paced, humorous, rhyming verse. David Small's pen
and ink drawings (complete with two Poindexter-like characters that act as tour guides
throughout the book) not only complement the verse in light-hearted style, but will
also finish breaking down all barriers to creativity in even the deadest of English
classes. Fun enough to enjoy even on your own, this book is a great buy!
"So, if you're tired of books that are as much fun as a sharp pebble in your shoe
or as exciting as a plateful of cabbage, then try this one."
--Janet Low
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LeGuin, Ursula K. A Visit From Dr. Katz . Illustrated by Ann Barrow. Atheneum, 1988.
ISBN 0-689-31332-2. $12.95. 28 pp.
Marianne. is unhappy because she is sick and has to spend the day in bed; that is,
until her mother sends for Dr. Katz. Marianne is cheered up by the treatments she
receives from her two cats.
This is a warm and gentle story which should appeal to anyone who has had
cats. The cats act, predictably, like cats. Marianne interprets their actions as her
medical treatments. The pictures accurately reflect the feelings and actions of the
cats, as well as the feverish child.
--Kathe C. Homer
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Lerner, Carol. Plant Families. Morrow Junior Books, 1989. ISBN 0-688-07881-8 (lib.
bdg.0-688-07882-6). $12.95. 32 pp.
In a world of have-to books, readers rejoice when they fmd books of ravishing
beauty. This is the first of Lerner's books that I have seen, but even on the first
encounter it is obvious that she has lavished a lifetime on art and botany. Of the
three-hundred-odd families of flowering plants, this book describes twelve of the
families that contain hundreds of the flowering plants of North America.
Botanical illustration does what photography carmot readily do; it emphasizes
important parts of the plant structures and can eliminate confusing detail. The
result is that in the hands of a master, botanical illustration can show us what we
have looked at all our lives, but have never really seen before. I never saw the
colored sepals on a buttercup before, nor the lower lip on a mint flower. I have
been to the Hunt Library at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh,
Pennylsvania, and seen that marvelous collection of botanical illustration. Like
those, Lerner's plates are worthy of framing.
Because of her acute powers of observation and illustration, she is also able to
write with clarity and simplicity and help us to see even more in her illustration.
This is a book for giving, a book for savoring, a book for nature walks. The world
is richer for the love of flowering plants that Lerner shares with us.
--Thomas K. Hinckley
Madden, John. The First Book oj Football. Crown Publ., 1988. ISBN 0-517-569817.
$10 .95. 90 pp.
Former NFL player, coach, and Emmy-Award-winning commentator, John
Madden has once again written a football book. This time it is geared to young
players, fans, and anyone who wants to learn the basics of the game. The book
tries to explain everything you need to know about football in 90 pages or less .
The major points are covered such as offense, defense, positions, patterns, and
penalties. Everything from backyard scrimmage to watching a game on TV is
explained. He also discusses professional football and how to make it into the
NFL.
John Madden fans will probably enjoy the writing style, but may find much of
the book too basic. Those who don't know Madden or football may find
themselves a bit confused from time to time--trying to remember the difference
between a wide receiver and a tight end, for instance. Gaining the most from this
book will be those, like me, who enjoy the game and want to learn a little bit
more. The book can be used as a simple reference tool; the handy index in the back
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contains terms such as blitzing, holding, and cornerbacks (who, by the way, are
different from quarterbacks). The pictures include black-and-white photographs of
NFL greats and a large nurnber of illustrations which explain the different plays and
lineups. John Madden's vast experience with the subject, and his informative insight
into the game, make this book unique to the masses of "how to" sports books.
--Sheri Orth

*

Martin, Bill Jr., and John Archambault. The Ghost Eye Tree. Illustrated by Ted Rand.
Henry Holt, 1985. ISBN 0-8050-0206-1. $11.95. 31 pp.
A young boy and his sister are sent to the end of town one dark and lonely night
to bring back a pail of milk. They argue over who is most afraid of the dreaded
"ghost eye tree" which they must pass along the way.
Any child who has ever been afraid of something (and who hasn't?) will love this
book. It is an excellent "read-aloud." The text swings into a sing-song poetry with a
regularity that heightens the fear. Ted Rand's use of light and shadow bring the story
to life.
Another very positive aspect of this book is the love and the caring between the
two children that is exposed when the children are frightened and sibling sarcasm is
set aside.
--Kathe C. Homer
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Mayer, Marianna. Iduna and the Magic Apples. Dlustrated by Gal Laszlo. Macmillan, 1988.
ISBNO-02-27651-207. $16.95. 40 pp.
Here is the story of the ancient Norse myth which tells of the goddess, Iduna,
who, in her strength and power, keeps the world young by living in her sanctuary and
guarding a golden chest of golden apples against all enemies of the gods--apples
which gave them strength. Odin, the god of all that is good, and Loki, his
counter-part, the god of mischief, bring trouble to the garden. They are attacked on a
dangerous journey by the deadly monster, Thiassi, who longs to destroy Asgaard and
all the gods who dwell there. Iduna and her golden apples vanish from the garden
which begins 10 die as she departs. A journey to the land of the dead, and a battle of
fIre and ice are necessary before the wicked can be conquered and Iduna can return with
the golden apples to her sacred grove.
A story, beautifully retold, and marvelous pictures make this a valuable
contribution to homes and libraries.
--Carol V. Oaks
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Orii, Eliji and Masako. Simple Science Experiments. Gareth Stevens, 1989. ISBN
1-55532-937-3. $9.95. 32 pp.
This is an exciting, fun, illustrated eight-volume set of simple science
experiments using simple components and procedures. Most required materials for
experiments can be found around the house.
Experiments With Light--experiments to show the many properties of light.
Experiments With Circles--shows continuity and patterns.
Experiments With Marbles--understanding and using momentum as a transfer
of energy.
Experiments With Opticallllusions--optical illusions.
Experiments With Ping-Pong Balls--shows uses of partial vacuum, and the
means of suction.
Experiments With Starting and Stopping--the working of inertia, things in
motion, things at rest.
Experiments With Straws--shows the link between fluid movement and air
pressure.
Experiments With Water--shows density, mass, and buoyancy.
The easy-to-do experiments illustrate the basic principles behind key scientific
phenomena. This set of experiment books should create an interest and excitement
in science projects.
They make science available to the young scientist.
--Leora Giles
Richardson, John. The Hiding Beast. Houghton Mifflin, 1989. ISBN 0-395-49213-0.
$13 .95. 29 pp.
Rodney is a bored little boy who lives with his strict and stern aunt. One day,
Rodney finds some adventure, much to his Aunt Jocasta's dismay, when he
discovers a beast living in his house that only he can see.
The book should entertain most children who are fascinated with monsters and
mystical creatures. Richardson's storyline does have some problems such as uneven
prose, and an ending that leaves the reader stumped as to whether there is actually a
Hiding Beast, or if it is merely a part of Rodney's imagination. What saves the
book are the brilliant watercolor illustrations. They contain vivid detail and seem
to entice the reader to join the hunt for the Hiding Beast. Richardson's illustrations
of the Hiding Beast effectively create a cross between the Cookie Monster and a
teddy bear. Even though the storyline has a few flaws, overall, this is a satisfying
picture book.
--Rob L. Morss
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Schotter, Roni. Captain Snap and the Children of Vinegar Lane. Illustrated by Marcia
Sewall. Orchard Books, 1989. ISBN 0-531-05797-6. $14.95. Unpaginated.
No one in town wants to go to the house at the end of Vinegar Lane because that
is where Captain Snap lives. All the children are afraid of him (and the adults never
seem to care). A group of children, led by little Sody, always go down and tease
him, and he always comes out and yells at them. One day when they yell for him to
come out, he doesn't answer. Sody looks in the window and sees that Captain Snap
is laying on the bed, face down. She and the other children go and get some blankets
and a pot of stew, but he chases them off. (Of course, they drop the blankets and
run!) Captain Snap is a lonely old man in need of friends who can appreciate him.
The rest of the story centers around the friendship that develops between Captain
Snap and the children.
Sewall, a puppet-maker and illustrator, has designed her pictures with a freshness
and childlike quality that adds much to the simpleness of the story. This book is a
little scary, a lot of fun. Kids will enjoy the bright colors.
--Helen Hoopes

A

Silverstein, Dr. Alvin and Virginia B. Glasses and Contact Lenses: Your Guide to Eyes,
Eyewear, and Eye Care. Lippincott, 1989. ISBN 0-397-32185-6. $12.89. 136 pp.
This book covers the history of eyeglasses and how they work, tells how the eye
functions, and how eye exams are carried out. Of special interest are chapters on
contact lenses, eyewear and surgical options for special needs, and eye exercises and
eye care.
Dr. Silverstein, a professor of biology, and his wife have published several
award-winning science books for children. The text is thorough and easy to read. I
checked with professional sources, and the information on eye exams and contact
lenses is up-to-date and accurate. Scholars are cited in the text of the book and there
is a suggested reading list found before the six-page index. Photos, showing eye
exams, are of young adults, with lots of captioned black and white illustrations and
diagrams. The library binding is sturdy with stitched signatures. The table of
contents, an the book's organization, also make it effective for reference, or the
reading of one single chapter. I especially like the cautions that are given concerning
contact lenses, along with current issues and concerns. If you have a teenage patron
who is considering getting glasses or contacts, they need this book.
-Lanell Reeder
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Watts, Bernadette. Mother Holly. North-South Books, 1988. ISBN 3-85539-011-8. $3.95.
32 pp.
This retold Grimm fairy tale about a mother and her two daughters teaches that
hard work and kindness are virtues . The mother sends her good daughter to spin by
the well. She obeys, but loses the spindle down the well and must go after it.
While away, she meets and works diligently for a woman named Mother Holly.
Eventually, she is rewarded by being returned home with the spindle and covered in
gold. Greedily, the mother next sends her lazy daughter down the well, but she
returns covered in pitch because she has been lazy. This lazy daughter learns her
lesson, changes her ways, and the family lives happily ever after.
The illustrations, done in an oil-based crayon medium, are the most appealing
feature about this book. The warm tones and simple figures will appeal to children
and help create a feeling of "enchantment." The variety of colors and the detail in
the flowers also add interest. The plot is well-paced, but the ending seems
tacked-on. Overall, the story may be appreciated by children, but adults will fmd it
disappointing . In paperback, it is fairly sturdy with thick pages and a sewn spine.
--Mary Ann Olson
Wells, Rosemary. Forest of Dreams. l11ustrated by Susan Jeffers. Dial Books for Young
Readers, 1988. ISBN 0-8037-0570-0. $13.89. Unpaginated.
This poetic picture book, as seen through the eyes of a little girl, is a child's
way of praising God for all the wonderful things He has created. Beginning in the
Winter, it swiftly moves into Spring, and we see all of God's creations. We see the
wonders of Winter with "spring that waits beneath the snow," the "woods and all
who live within it," and the "stiff and diamond-bright" ice which clings to the tips
of pine needles. As we move into Spring, we "feel the morning rain" and "smell
the sunlight burrow softly underground."
The illustrations by Susan Jeffers were originally done as oil paintings and they
are rich and full of wonder. The last page, with all the butterflies, bunnies,
squirrels, and deer is enough to stir a winter-weary heart into doing cartwheels (like
the little girl showing her belly button, cartwheeling in the spring flowers). What a
delight!
--Helen Hoopes
White, Ellen Emerson. Long Live the Queen. Scholastic, 1989. ISBN 0-590-40850-X.
$13 .95. 343pp.
Meg is the daughter of the first American Woman President. She knew from
the start that living in the White House would not be easy, but she was beginning
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to realize that it was suffocating. She was always surrounded by people--secret
service, reporters, aides to the President--and the constant fear . The one thing she
really wanted to do, play tennis, was being denied her because of the security
problems that would come.
Then one afternoon, her world turned upside down. Shots were fired, people
began to fall all around her, and finally, she felt herself being thrown into a van.
She had been kidnapped.
The story is an excellent suspense thriller. Meg must learn, after long hours
with herself, just exactly what kind of person she is, what her strengths are, and if
she can cope with this very new, and very frightening situation. She is given many
hard choices, among them is whether she should lower her standards to save her life
and just what is she willing to do to pay for her freedom. The choices are not easy
and the reader agonizes with Meg about what she should do.
And even after she is rescued, mainly due to her own courage, she is still
confronted with fear--a new kind of fear, one that Meg may not be able to overcome.
I have one major objection to this book, a book I enjoyed and could not put
down until I had finished because the story was so gripping. That major objection is
the language. I realize that the author needs to portray, graphically, the situation
Meg is in, but I still objected to some of the language. I finally gave this book to
several high school students and asked their opinion. The basic response was, "We
hear worse in school." I still feel that parents may object to the language in this
book and it may cause some problems for librarians who decide to put this book on
their shelves.
--Vicky M. Turner
-6
onfict

Whitehouse, Alan. Steam Locomotives. Illustrated by Brian Bartle and Brian Watson.
Orchard Books, 1989. ISBN 0-531-05844-1. $17.95. Unpaginated.
The problem of tracing the history of the steam locomotive from George
Stephenson's 1825 Locomotion to the Union Pacific's 1940 Big Boy is that we need
some consistent means of comparison. Whilst this book occasionally uses
horsepower as a means of comparison, the reader is not told whether the author
means indicated, brake, or drawbar horsepower. The use of Tractive Effort, the force
delivered at the point of contact between the driving wheels and the rail, would have
facilitated comparisons.
For instance, using figures and formulas at hand, the following effort at
comparison is possible:
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Nam~

Wheel

Qf Engin~

Rocket
Caledonian
Castle Class
Mallard, A4 class
Standard, 9f class
Big Boy

Arrang~m~nt

2-2
4-2-2
4-6-0
4-6-2
2-10-0
4-8-84

Year
Built
1829
1888
1923
1935
1954
1940

Tractiv~

EffQU

794 lb.
12,785 lb.
31,625 lb.
35,455 lb.
39,667 lb.
135,375 lb.

When we come to the flnal pages of the book, where the Rocket is a diminutive
pop-up in front of the Big Boy fold-out, we not only see the flrst and last steam
locomotives, but we can make meaningful comparisons.
The three-dimensional art in this book is stunning, particularly some of the
engines done in perspective. The problem, however, is that in some instances the
valve gear is poorly or inaccurately rendered. The Stephenson gear on English
locomotives is easy to draw because it is mostly between the wheels and thus does
not show. The Walschaert gear on American locomotives is complex and external.
If the artist is British, as the book leads one to believe, then a day at the Science
Museum, South Kensington, which has one of the best collections in the world of
working models of valve gear, would be worth the effort. Artists and authors need
to make children's books as accurate as possible.
--Thomas K. Hinckley
Yolen, Jane. Dove Isabeau. lllustrated by Dennis Nolan. Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich,
Inc., 1989. ISBN 0-15-224131-0. $13.95. Unpaginated.
When Dove Isabeau's mother dies, her father marries a beautiful woman who,
unknown to either father or daughter, is a witch. Jealous of Isabeau's beauty, the
new wife removes the girl from the castle by using magic to change her into a red
dragon covered with scales. She then makes Isabeau-tumed-dragon guard the one
road leading to the castle. Suitors who come seeking the maiden [md, instead, the
red dragon, and none survives the battle with the beast. Until Kemp Owain.
Because he pays attention to the right things, he learns the secret of Isabeau's spell
and is able to free her from the dragon body; but he pays by being turned to stone.
Courage and pure hearts are rewarded, however, and Isabeau is able to rescue her
rescuer.
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Yolen's lovely and haunting tale is satisfying whether read silently or aloud.
The reasons are (1) the satisfying story itself and (2) the rich language which appeals
to the ear as well as the eye. She has created an unusually strong and memorable
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tale with the feel of the time-honored folk story. Nolan's fine watercolor illustrations
extending the text "just right," and the result is an exceptional picture book.
--James S. Jacobs

ct

Yolen, Jane. The Devil's Arithmetic. Viking Kestrel. ISBN 0-670-81027-4. $11.95 . 170
p.
The Devil's Arithmetic, by Jane Yolen, is another book about the Holocaust.
The story begins with twelve-year-old Hannah resentfully accompanying her family
to a traditional Passover celebration with her relatives. Hannah is bored with the
ritual and disturbed by her Grandfather Will's violent rea.::tion to videos showing the
death camps in Germany. She is tired of being told to remember. When Hannah is
chosen to perform the ritual of opening the door for Elijah, she suddenly finds she is
in a small town with people who all speak Yiddish and who are vaguely familiar.
Hannah and the reader gradually realize that she is in Poland. It is in the 1940's and
the Jewish people are being systematically gathered up by the Nazis to send in
crowded cattle cars to work in the death camps in Germany . Hannah's reaction
mirrors that of the reader. Knowing the future that awaits them, she tries to warn her
relatives so they can escape. Her relatives can't comprehend such evil, nor can they
see any way to escape. Hannah goes with them to the prison camp, reliving the
horror and finally reenacts the sacrifice of Chaya (her Aunt Eva's friend) who goes to
the ovens to be killed in place of Eva. At this point, Hannah returns to the present
knowing she will never again have to be reminded of the past because she will never
forget what she has just experienced.
In answer to the question one might ask about why another Holocaust book,
Yolen's reply is that fiction books allows the reader to experience the Holocaust
through the life of a girl who has made fun of her Jewish heritage and been ashamed
to explain traditional ceremonies to non-Jewish friends. Yo len makes the
unbelievable come alive with the burly, good-natured Shmuel, his practical sister
Gill, and Shmuel's beautiful bride-to-be Fayge, and the whole close and loving
Polish-Jewish community. The reader grows with Hannah as she realizes that
remembering the horror of the Holocaust is the beginning step towards preventing
another one.
Yolen does not dwell on the horror of the prison camps, but neither does she
avoid it. Adults should read the book before using it with children to make sure they
feel comfortable about discussing and answering children's questions about man's
inhumanity to man as presented in this story.
--Lillian Heil
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Young, Ed, translator. Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China. Illustrated by Ed
Young. Philomel, 1989. ISBN 0-399-21619-7. $14.95. Unpaginated.
Lon Po Po is the Chinese version of the familiar Red-Riding Hood story in
which Shang, the eldest of three children, realizes they have let a wolf into the
house because he pretended to be their grandmother. Not requiring a woodcutter to
rescue them, Shang cleverly tempts the wolf with the promise of gingko nuts (soft
and tender--one taste and you live forever) that grow on the tree just outside the door.
The three girls climb safely into the huge tree and then trick the wolf into letting
them haul him up in a basket. When the basket is far up in the tree, they let go of
the ropes and the wolf falls to his death.
It is interesting to discover how the Chinese version differs from the familiar
European version, but the magical part of this book is the illustrations by Ed
Young. The cover picture showing the glowing, white eyes of a large dark wolf
against a fiery colored background lets us know he is as evil as the wolf we know,
and even more mysterious. As the story unfolds, the wolfs face is veiled so that an
enormous glaring eye, some huge teeth, or gray fur is all one sees. As the wolf
enters the house, he blows out the candle and his monstrous and shadowy form leaps
over the heads of the children. The menacing quality of the wolf is enhanced
because of his size and because only a hint of his form is shown. The lack of form
suggests greater evil than when he is finally shown outside under the tree trying to
get the children to give him some of the gingko nuts. The children are in command
now (looking down at him from a very safe height) and this is shown by the wolfs
diminished size. He looks like an ordinary sized German Shepherd making it easy
to believe that the children can trick him into his own destruction.
Ed Young's illustrations enhance and add to the mysterious menace of the wolf
in this tale from China. His forward indicates that the wolf is really a symbol for
the darker side for which mankind has so much potential.
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"To all the wolves of the world
for lending their good name
as a tangible symbol
for our darkness."
--Lillian Heil
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Zavos, Judy and Drahos Zak. Murgatroyd's Garden. Watermark Press, 1986. ISBN
0-312-01629-8. $9.95. 22 pp.
Have you ever had a child who hated having his hair washed? Murgatroyd did!
His screams could be heard all across town, all across the country, in fact. Finally,
the major, the queen, and the president ordered his parents to stop washing his hair.
As the weeks passed by and his hair was not washed, "things" began to grow in
Murgatroyd's hair. Eventually a magnificent garden grew on his head and people
came from all over the world to see it.
This is a funny, crazy look at tantrums and "possible" consequences. The
whimsical illustrations, done first in simple brown and white, and then in bright,
lively colors, trace the growth of the hair from its natural brown to a virtual forest of
green filled with fruits, flowers and animals of every hue!
--Kathe C. Homer
Zolotow, Charlotte. Not a Little Monkey. lllustrated by Michele Chessare. Harper & Row,
1989. ISBN 0-06-026981-2. $12.89. 29 pp.
This is a story about a little girl who gets into everything. Her mother is trying
to clean the house and with each page, the mother rescues the little girl from the
places where she hides. The mother is too busy to play with the little girl, so the
little girl gets into her dustpan as she sweeps. "On no," said her &to her, "you aren't
crumbs and dirt." With every page her mother tells her everything she is not.
At last, the little girl asks her mother what she is and her mother tells her she is
a sleepy little girl. With that the little girl falls asleep. The book had a depressing
feeling, as we hear all the things the poor little girl couldn't do or be. I guess to
make up for the feeling that is created throughout the book the author put in the last
page. "When the little girl woke up, she and her mother and her father played
together all afternoon."
--Melanie Hansen
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